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J Symbols 

 
Jacket (ark) - astral protection. (Look to color for higher for lower astral protection.) 

Jacket (black) (ark) - accentuated astral protection; protection from obliteration of the will. 

Jacket (brown) (ark) - astral protection while rendering a physical service. Also means physical 

satisfaction or receiving physical recognition for one’s physical services. 

Jacket (covered with many colors of stone) - higher astral or emotional body; a Joseph’s coat.   

Jacket (lace) (ark) – protection from Divine Mother. 

Jacket (rainbow colored) (arck) - protection from the saints and the promise of crossing over 

planes not yet understood.1 

Jacket (white) (ark) - spiritual and astral protection. 

Jacob (biblical) - an adept of the higher world; victory over tribal-genesis dweller initiation 

resulting in tribal debts being resolved between Jacob and Esau.  In each transition between 

genesis, a person incorporates a new sacred name, or new impetus.  Jacob was given the new 

sacred name of Israel. 

Jade (green) - represents the Father Principle (see pg. 125 for more info). 

Jade (pink) - represents the Mother Principle (see pg. 125 for more info). 

Jail - physical karma and its payment in his physical life.   

Janitor (ark) - the cleaning up or straightening out of one’s affairs. 

Jar (China porcelain) (dc) – indication that you cannot break out of the mold which you are 

working out in the jar; a situation from China which is septic. 

Jesus:  Healing - Light Stream #6 (IS) - shepherd’s staff; seamless garment; fish; loaf of bread; 

table with white cloth; white dove; dove in violet light; cross; crown of thorns; small boat with 

white sails; open tomb; white pearl; door; white seamless robe; healing hand; sandal; Christ 

child; ring of gold. 

Jesus (seen in a vision) (IS) - giving off beautiful indigo blue on inner rim of His head nimbus 

means one has contacted Christ consciousness. 

Jewel - understanding of cycles, covenants and constants producing grace states of illumination 

leading to the Christ-Mind. 2  (Note type of jewel for the level of consciousness illumination). 

 
1Ann Ree Colton, Dream Codes. 
2Ann Ree Colton, Archetypal Statements, pg. 427. 
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Jewel in the Lotus (jm) - the Godhead.  Om Mani Padme Hum:  Hail to the Jewel in the Lotus.3 

Jewel (sacred ore) - cosmic jewels of the earth are balancers for cosmic energy.  Some hidden 

instinct within men recognizes that jewels are indeed impregnated with a first or virginal touch of 

God.  The soul-light is enhanced by the right jewel worn by a person. 

Jewel or Stone (turquoise) - condensed mineral of Atlantean ether colored by the transition 

between Lemuria and Atlantean severance;4  one is remembering an Atlantean life. 

Jewelry Case (pink and gold with rose-velvet lining) (ark) - protective encasement of love, 

devotion and reverence for manifestation of spiritual power and enhancement of the soul-light. 

Jewelry (ark) - soul gifts and treasures. 

Jewelry (costume) (ark) - false knowledge; impure consciousness. 

Jewels (cut) - cut jewels seen in dreams or experienced in meditation signify that one has earned 

grace and the use of spiritual power. 

Jewels (JM) - symbolize the disciple. 

Jewels (string of pearls or jewels) (IS) - a teacher or sacred guru. 

Jewels (string of sapphires) (ark) (IS) - a teacher of the super conscious (Christ-Mind) or sacred 

guru. 

Jewels (all other non-significant stones) - all other stones or jewels not mentioned in Watch 

Your Dreams are rarely seen in a dream because they have no planetary function in the dream life 

of man. Such stones are deemed incidental against the prominent jewels playing their part in the 

symbolic language of dreams. 

Jewels (touching) - used in night instruction to train one’s sensitivity as to texture in touch. 

Jewels (uncut) - to dream of uncut jewels is to be seeking to unite with the energized precious 

metals and ores of the earth and also to be initiated in the first processes of creation of the earth. 

John (the Baptist) - incarnation of the prophet Elisha. The Holy Ghost (the Holy Spirit) is the 

urgent archetonal sounding agent of God moving upon the mind, emotions and soul of man as a 

mighty upper-thrusting wind.   The Holy Ghost inspires man to unhook himself from the limiting 

frustrations of sense report.   The Holy Ghost is the spirit of truth.  The Will of God uses the 

Holy Ghost sounding to renew men and to decrease men.  Spiritually sensitive souls are aware of 

the Holy Ghost action and respond according to their spiritual aptitudes.  Negative persons 

 
3Jonathan Murro, The Path of Virtue, p. 99. 
4Ann Ree Colton, Research, Vol. 1, #15. 
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respond with irritation, dissolution, rebellion 

Joseph (father of Jesus) - is a master builder who resides in the Second Heaven. Brihaspati also 

known as the Venerable One, is in charge of all twelve Light Streams, in conjunction with 

Joseph, the father of Jesus. (Joseph is the same soul as Master R (St. Germaine) and Lao Tse). 

Judge (ark) - one having authority in rendering decisions of law. 

Juice (ark) - living vital energy. 

Juice (drinking) (ark) - one is drinking in living vital energy.  (Note the type of juice for insight 

as to the vital energy being received). 

Jumping (ark) - going for it; progressing towards a goal. 

Jungle (ark) - lower astral world; undersoul. (JM) subconscious. 


